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IN 1944 THE OFFICIAL POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDED Greece as a British responsibility, and gave support to the British policies. However, in the period between the revolt in Athens in December 1944 and Truman’s offer to help Greece in March 1947, the United States, by force of circumstances and because of the increasingly difficult relations with the Soviet Union, shifted from a passive policy of political idealism to an active, realistic role in Greek affairs. This transition did not occur overnight. American interest in postwar Greece had mounted quickly after 1945. This was manifested in visits of American warships to Greece, in the decision to send observers to the Greek elections, in defending the Mission’s report against Soviet criticism, and in supporting Greece in the debates in the Security Council in February, September, and December 1946. Thus, the decision to help Greece in 1947 was logically the next step in the policy followed by the United States in its relations with the Soviet Union in Greece.¹

By the end of 1946, well-supplied guerrilla bands threatened Greece with financial and economic collapse. Both Great Britain and the United States perceived the crisis as a part of a Soviet plan to turn Greece into a People’s Republic. In recent years, “revisionist” historians² reject as unfounded the American fears about a Soviet plan to take over Greece. They argue that there was no danger from the Soviet Union, and that Stalin opposed, from the start, the Greek communist attempt to seize power. Generally, there is no evidence to suggest that in 1946

The conversations of Stalin with the Yugoslavs and the Albanians do not indicate in any way whether or not Stalin opposed or supported the Greek civil war. One can say that the Soviet Union permitted the Greek communists to go ahead with the revolt, they assuming full responsibility, and the Soviet Union avoiding any official connection with the KKE. Should the revolt be successful, all the better for the Soviets. If it were a failure, then the Soviets would maintain their non-involvement.

Today the available sources indicate that only in April 1949 the Soviet Union asked the Greek communists to stop their armed struggle. Of course, throughout 1947-1948, “peace feelers” for a negotiated settlement from the Greek rebels9 and even from the Soviets10 in June 1948 produced little results. However, in April 1949 the situation had drastically changed. The threat of an invasion of Albania forced Stalin to order Zachariadis to stop all operations of the Democratic Army.

In the beginning of April, the Greek government, starting from the premise that the Cominform would, in the near future, proclaim a “Macedonian State” as a means of exerting pressure on Tito, sent a memorandum to London and Washington outlining the extremely dangerous consequences for Greece, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Italy, and the Western Democracies in general, should the Cominform succeed in overthrowing Tito — either by force or by subversive activities in Macedonia. Consequently, the Greeks were of the opinion that the Western Powers should undertake a naval operation against Albania, which would bring about, with certainty, the rapid collapse of the Hoxha regime and Western occupation of the country. This action, which could be justified on defensive grounds, coupled with a promise of eventual withdrawal conditional upon Soviet behavior in the Balkans, would cover Tito’s Western flank and an important sector of Greece’s northern flank and “would provide the Western Powers with a valuable pawn.” The memorandum pointed out that the Greek role in the contemplated Balkan military operations would be most important and that aid to Greece should be accordingly adjusted.11

The Greek suggestion that action should be taken against Albania had a twofold purpose: to forestall the danger of using the country for operations against Tito and to eliminate Albania as a base for the
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Democratic Army, thus making easier its defeat. At this point, the Greek proposal was of particular importance, since on April 1st a large attack had started against Grammos by a rebel force coming straight from Albania.12 To the British, the possibility of action against Albania was a tempting suggestion, but it would have brought them into direct conflict with the Soviets, as a fairly considerable Soviet military mission was in the country and Soviet merchant ships were supplying the Albanians through Durazzo.13 London thought the most profitable line of action against Albania was the encouragement of subversive activities inside the country where Titoist elements appeared to be already active.”14 Similarly, military intervention might involve a direct clash with the Soviets who had a fairly considerable military mission in the country.15

The Americans, on their side, could not consider an occupation of Albania. Their concerns were directed toward the development of an approach which would compel Albania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria to give Greece and each other border guarantees.16 Thus, Washington supported the efforts of Herbert Evatt, the Australian president of the United Nations General Assembly, for the renewal of diplomatic relations with Greece’s northern neighbors and the establishment of mixed commissions for the prevention of frontier incidents.17 These discussions had already started in November 1948 and no progress was made, owing to Albanian insistence on Greek renunciation of claims to Northern Epirus and to Yugoslav unwillingness to sign a bilateral agreement except on condition that agreements with Albania and Bulgaria be signed simultaneously.18 It was, however, unreasonable to expect Athens to make such a renunciation in light of a hostile Albania which was furnishing great support to the Democratic Army largely from bases located in Northern Epirus itself. Evatt, on his part, had concluded that Albania and Bulgaria were under strong pressure from the Soviets not to reach any agreement with Greece.19 Thus, when the discussions resumed in April–May 1949, they were not fruitful and nothing concrete developed.20

As the discussions of the Conciliation Committee proceeded, events outside Greece were very crucial for the fate of the Democratic Army. The Soviet Union, probably through its spies at the British Foreign Office, learned the content of the Greek memorandum and, being afraid of an occupation of Albania by Western forces if the civil war continued, asked Zachariadis, in the middle of April, to stop the armed struggle by the end of May 1949.21 A direct outcome of the views of the Soviet Union was Andrej Gromyko’s response to an American initiative on April 26th to undertake direct negotiations with the Americans and the British.22

At Gromyko’s initiative, Dean Rusk, assistant secretary of state and Hector McNeil, under secretary for foreign affairs, met in New York on May 4th on an informal basis. At this meeting, Gromyko did not make any special proposals, but referred to certain ones which had been made by Miltiadis Porphyrogenis, a member of the central committee of the KKE, on April 20th, and called for a cease-fire, a general amnesty, and new elections in the administration of which the guerrilla forces would participate. Gromyko noted that a cease-fire and arrangements for a election would be only the first step. Moreover, he did not raise the question of the withdrawal of the British forces or the withdrawal of American military assistance, and did not criticize the character of the Greek government.23 Gromyko, however, was disappointed that neither Rusk nor McNeil responded to his suggestions. Indeed, it was very hard for Rusk to comprehend the motives of the Soviet proposal. He thought that “... Gromyko’s attitude on Greece suggests once again that the Russians may have made recently a major strategic decision which we have not yet fully uncovered. For example, they may have decided to exploit their favorable operation in Asia and, in order to be able to do so with maximum effect, to stabilize their position in Europe... In any event, I feel that we have not penetrated to the hard-core of their present policy position.”24

On May 14 Rusk and McNeil met with Gromyko and emphasized that while they would welcome the restoration of peace in Greece, they
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The American government's position was that they could not relinquish their right to provide military assistance to Greece. However, the military assistance program was made necessary by a situation which was created by foreign aid to the guerrilla movement. For the Americans, the situation in Greece required no special negotiations or discussions; they thought that if Stalin genuinely desired to contribute to peace and recovery in the world, he could prove it in Greece, by exercising his influence to terminate the aid, and then the Greek problem would have disappeared. However, Soviet interests would have been better served through the United Nations than through great power negotiations, as for the Soviet Union to negotiate directly concerning the Greek situation would have constituted an admission that they control it. Moreover, the American government would not engage in any talks on the future of Greece without Greek participation.

The British held similar views as the Americans, but they believed that if a reply was given to the Soviets, it had to include that all assistance given by the northern neighbors to the Democratic Army should cease and that they should surrender with all their arms. The Greek government, on their side, would not agree to Soviet supervision of Greek elections, would not legalize the Greek Communist Party, and could not offer amnesty to the guerrillas prior to laying down of their arms. They felt that Greek interests would be sacrificed to the communists as a part of a general European settlement which would have allowed the Soviets to interfere in Greek internal affairs. So the whole problem had to be kept in the United Nations and the talks with the Soviets had to be postponed.

Throughout this period, the Soviet Union continued to press for talks on the Greek problem. Indeed, Pravda, on May 30th in an editorial, indicated that the situation in Greece could be solved through the proposals made earlier by Gromyko. It is quite clear that the editorial was an indication of the eagerness of the Soviets to reach an agreement.
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early settlement of the Greek problem. However, despite the great Soviet interest, the Americans would not compromise. Appraisal of the Greek military outlook indicated to them that the Soviets were leading from weakness in advancing the Gromyko proposals. Thus, further talks with Moscow did not take place.

At this point, the Greek government was greatly concerned with the support Albania provided to the Democratic Army and contemplated an invasion of the country in connection with the Vitsi and Grammos campaign, which was due to start about the middle of August. The reasoning was that if the army were to stop at the frontier, serious internal difficulties would ensue in Greece, as the Greeks would not understand why the army should not pursue the guerrillas into Albania. In both 1947 and 1948, the Greek army was deprived of an almost certain chance of surrounding and eliminating large guerrilla forces in Grammos by their escape over the Albanian frontier. Both in August 1947 and in August 1948, the guerrillas re-formed in Albania and reentered Greece later to carry on the campaign. Athens, however, had been informed that they would be ill-advised to permit the entry of Greek troops into Albania. The Americans, although not happy at all with the situation in Albania, were concerned with possible Soviet reactions and were also seriously worried about a possible Yugoslav invasion of northern Albania. Direct Greek or Yugoslav intervention in Albania would have operated against the possibility of seizing power there through a revolt of anti-communist, pro-Western Albanian elements.

Despite the defeat of the Democratic Army and its withdrawal into Albania by the end of August 1949, the Greek government feared that the guerrilla forces would reenter Greece and resume the fighting. Therefore, on September 11th, the war minister, Panayotis Kanellopoulos, warned Albania that renewed support to the Democratic Army would result in Greek military action to destroy the guerrilla bases. The feeling in Greece was that the Greeks should not stand idly by while preparations went on in Albania.

The Albanians, on their side, fearing an attack by the Greek army, disarmed the guerrillas entering their country and insisted that the men of the Democratic Army should leave Albania. Indicative of the great Soviet interest for Albania was the fact that Stalin agreed with the Albanian measures against the remnants of the Democratic Army, considering them necessary since conditions were such that the independence of Albania would have been placed in jeopardy.

In short, one might say that, despite the defeat of the Democratic Army and the failure of the Soviets to preserve any influence in Greece, Stalin achieved his main objective, namely, he managed not to lose Albania. There, after the Hoxha-Tito break in the fall of 1948, Soviet influence became dominant as the country was reoriented away from Yugoslavia and toward the Soviet Union. To Stalin, the Greek movement was expendable as he had already allotted Greece in October 1944 to the Western sphere of influence.
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